FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Allinial Global Welcomes New Member in Colombia
ATLANTA, GEORGIA May 29, 2018 — Allinial Global is pleased to welcome a new member in its Latin America region,
Alfredo Lopez y Cia. Ltda. Established in 1981, Alfredo Lopez is a full-service firm located in Bogota, Colombia.
Offering an array of services ranging from audit and tax to management consulting and legal advice, the firm serves a
client base that consists primarily of medium and large companies. With a broad array of industry niche experience,
Alfredo Lopez has particular expertise in the food industry, telecommunications, nonprofits, manufacturing and
automotive, clothing, and the chemical industry.
Seeking to provide effective and reliable business services through a culture of continuous improvement, Alfredo Lopez
strives to generate profitability and growth so clients can achieve their corporate objectives.
“We are pleased to welcome another new member who shares our strong client-driven culture, and with their
comprehensive knowledge and experience in business management, Alfredo Lopez will be a valuable asset to our
worldwide community. Allinial Global remains focused on purposeful expansion into key economic centers and markets,
and we are pleased to see continued growth in our Latin America region.”
—Terry Snyder, President and CEO, Allinial Global

About Allinial Global:
Allinial Global is a member-based association dedicated to the success of independent accounting and consulting firms.
Founded in 1969, this strategic affiliation of legally independent accounting firms has a mission to foster the independence,
profitability, and continuous improvement of its members. Allinial Global is one hundred and forty-nine members strong and
growing, with locations throughout the world generating approximately $2.504 billion in collective revenues. With dedicated
regional liaisons who have extensive connections throughout the Americas, EMEIA (Europe, the Middle East, India, and Africa),
and the Asia Pacific region, members of Allinial Global are committed to providing the most agile, flexible, and client-centric
solutions anywhere, anytime.
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